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(Thread) The Uses of Outrage 
 
When Trump talks about ICE raids at the same time he
announces his plans for re-election, you might think he is
trying to excite his base for the new campaign.  
 
I suggest he another motives as well. 

Rachel Maddow MSNBC
@maddow

"Some within DHS and ICE say the president appears to be 
using the operation for political purposes as he begins his 
reelection bid."washingtonpost.com/immigration/ic…
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ICE raids targeting migrant families slated to start Sunday in m…

President Trump has directed ICE to launch a mass roundup of
people with deportation orders targeting up to 2,000 families in six to
washingtonpost.com

1/ Trump also seeks—among other things—to enrage his critics. 

 

Dear Liberals & Democrats: Remember that Trump WANTS to enrage you. He’s

trying hard. And he isn’t afraid to resort to cruelty to do it. 

 

That simple truth (he's trying to make you mad) isn't intuitive.

2/ Each time Trump does something outrageous, he accomplishes 4 things: 

💠He keeps his base excited. 

💠He enrages his critics. 

💠He batters democratic institutions, and 
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💠He fulfills his campaign promise, which was to "protect" his followers from their

“enemies.”

3/ Notice that when Trump does something outrageous, he creates a self-fulfilling

loop: The more outraged his critics get, the more euphoric his followers feel. (They

thrill to the fight.) 

 

Win-win for Trump.

4/ From Clint Watts, former U.S. government intelligence analysts: The point of

Russian active measures in the U.S. wasn’t just to get Trump elected, it was to

“undermine democracy, to make Americans lose confidence in our democratic

institutions . . . “  

Russia hacked U.S. minds and undermined democracy, author says
“Russian trolls were different from normal trolls,” says Clint Watts, a former U.S.
government intelligence analyst who observed how Russia deployed a campaign of
disinformation to discredit Hillary …

https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/russia-hacked-u-s-minds-and-undermined-democ…

5/ The more outraged his critics feel, the more they wear out and lose confidence in

democracy.  

 

Another win for Trump 

 

I thought this was an astute observation: “He raises the fear level on purpose”  

spring
@summer7570

Replying to @Teri_Kanefield

I seriously think people don’t get that. They want him gone .. 
now. He raises the fear level on purpose. He’s crazy like a fox. 
He took the pressure off his son..and out it on Pelosi. We have a 
master criminal backed by a corrupt GOP. I still agree with 
Pelosi.
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6/ This was an email sent to Trump supporters👇 

 

Angry outrage — with people lashing out at Trump — confirms for Trump supporters

that Democrats are his enemies, and therefore their enemies, which increases the

polarization.  
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Another win for Trump.

* typing error in the first tweet. Should be: 

 

I suggest he has other motives as well. 

 

Duh, right? I need an edit button.

7/ @JuliaDavisNews, who reports on Russian television, explains that the Russians

despise Trump and all Americans—but they understand that the chaos and division

Trump is causing is to their advantage. 

Julia Davis
@JuliaDavisNews

Replying to @mitchellvii

They can’t stand him — or any of us in the U.S. Nonetheless, the 
chaos he is causing is definitely to their advantage. The Kremlin 
doesn’t have to like someone in order to benefit from their 
election. The worse for the West, the better for Putin —and he’s 
still rooting for Trump.
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• • •

 

 

A win for Putin.

8/ This brings us to the Outrage Dilemma: How do we respond? 

 

Outrage is appropriate. Not showing outrage implies complicity.  

 

But constant outrage is also destructive. It feeds the monster. While we're spinning

with outrage, we can’t plan and move forward.

9/ If Trump can keep all of his critics spinning with outrage, he wins.  

 

Our democracy is in trouble. That means right now it is fragile. What we do (or don’t

do) can make a big difference. 

 

Trump’s goal is obviously to destroy democracy and democratic institutions.


